Editorial  by Sharma, Prateek
EDITORIALI am proud to officially announce publication of the second
half of the Expert Video Encyclopedia in this Special Issue,
covering the lower GI tract in chapters D (colon), E (bile ducts
and ampullary region), and F (pancreas), and completing
the encyclopedic part of this video journal. Please watch my
video Editorial for a demonstration of how to browse the full
Encyclopedia via the Table of Contents at www.vjgi-endoscopy.
com/toc/.
I recommend starting your journey here (please bookmark
this link): www.vjgi-endoscopy.com. You will, among lots of
helpful information on the journal, find direct links to both
the Video Journal and the Encyclopedia here. In order to view
the most recent full content of the Encyclopedia (and this
includes any additions that are published in later journal
issues), please browse via the Table of Contents at www.
vjgi-endoscopy.com/toc/.
Special Issues 1 and 2 comprise the full Expert Encyclo-
pedia, with regular additions published in the respective
journal section ‘‘Supplementation to the Encyclopedia’’ (to
learn more please consult the Guide for Authors here: http://
www.vjgi-endoscopy.com/data/vjgien_instructions.pdf). The
six main chapters (A-F) are each dedicated to an anatomical
subdivision of the digestive tract. You can click on a chapter to
see the sub chapters and the articles listed within. Clicking on
an article will lead you directly to the video and manuscript on
the Elsevier platform Science Direct. All content can be ac-
cessed freely from any computer.Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Each video can either be streamed by clicking on the arrow
in the frame, or downloaded for optimal quality. To down-
load, please click on ‘‘options’’ at the bottom right of the video
frame and choose ‘‘download video’’.
The Video Journal and Encyclopedia of GI Endoscopy will
continue as a Video Journal as of Volume 1, Issue 3, pub-
lishing videos in five different sections, and highlighting the
best and most interesting video of each issue as ‘‘Editor’s
Choice’’. Author fees for this highlighted section will be
waived. You will be able to access the journal via the link
‘‘Video Journal’’ on www.vjgi-endoscopy.com or directly on
ScienceDirect.
Furthermore, you will continuously find new additions to
our list of Articles-in-Press on Science Direct (http://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/journal/aip/22120971). If you want
to submit to our journal, I highly recommend watching the
instructional video by Author and Associate Editor Shou-Jiang
Tang, currently available as Article-in-Press.
I hope you find your ‘tour’ of the site enjoyable and edu-
cational. We continue to strive to provide high quality en-
doscopy education to all our viewers and readers.
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